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Who am I and why should you trust me?
The Ahimsa Collective works to
respond to harm in ways that
foster wholeness for everyone

A framework that grounds it all
❖ Come from a mindset and create

a space that is relational,
non-shaming and
non-judgmental
❖ Forefront agency of people to

heal themselves and take
accountability. People are the
authorities of their own life
experience.

A framework that grounds it all
❖ Understand that cultural, historical, social, structural context that cause

harm and create trauma are embedded in everything we do.
❖ Centering community-based healing : believe that we have the ability to

sit across from each other around a kitchen table, and heal together
❖ Walking our talk: “We have to start with our own self-awareness, which then

shapes our health and wellness. We have to understand our own layers of
trauma and do our own work. If an unhealed person is facilitating, what are
they passing on? You cannot reach out and be a connector if you are not in
connection to yourself. Everything has to be reflected restoratively, from the
way I talk to people to my environment and office has to show it. Otherwise
people won’t feel it.” Faith Tait. Nisga’a Nation.

(1) What is
accountability?

Self awareness
Commitment to understand why
Remorse
Desire to make things right

(2) How do I get to accountability?
Shame , Trauma

The journey to
accountability

(3) What gets in the
way?

Lack of self reflection
Negative sense of self
Black and white belief systems
Oppression
Unhealthy life choices over time

Healing for all parties

(4) The impact of
accountability

Liberation
New sense of self
A desire to “give back”
Beloved relationships and belonging

1. What is Accountability?
• Self awareness
• Commitment to understand why
• Remorse
• Desire to make things right
• A life-long practice
• Finding “right size” accountability: the place between denial and over

apology.
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2. How do we get to accountability?
When you have cause harm:
❖ Connect the dots of ones life that let to harming.
❖ “Hurt people- hurt people” means digging into how ones own
past trauma and environmental conditions could have caused
”behaviors” to hurt others. Healing and Accountability are deeply
linked.
❖ Understand the concept of acting in and acting out
❖ Dig into shame and guilt, grief and loss, role of addiction , power
and control, and so many of the different “factors” that that could
have contributed to causing interpersonal harm.
❖ Causes are often complex and compounded, not singular.

2. How do we get to accountability?
❖ Address trauma and accountability separately, as both are alive for

the person.
❖ Recognize and support that one’s “self” is different from the “act”.
❖ Processing trauma or harm caused can create a new narrative about

the self, and a new sense of self
❖ Once we are seen (have empathy for ourselves) it may be more

possible to have empathy for others.
❖ Unearth and validate structural inequities and oppression that lead to

committing interpersonal harm.

2. How do we get to accountability?
For those supporting people who caused harm:
❖ Create a space that is non-shaming and non-judgmental. Processes should be voluntary.
❖ Honor the agency of each person. Recognize that we are the authorities of our own life

experiences. Operating from a power with place
❖ Your relationship with the person exploring accountability can help to deepen it.
❖ When processing accountability, communicate clearly to the person what you are hearing

and how it would land for the survivor.
❖ In regards to sexual harm: explore impact of sexual harm, rape culture, patriarchy, gender

socialization, gender based violence, intimate partner violence, etc. in both healing and
accountability work.
❖ Support resiliency practices- meditation, mindfulness , creative, and spiritual practices

What gets in the way of being accountable?
• Shame
• Trauma
• Lack of self reflection
• Negative sense of self
• Black and white belief systems
• Oppression
• Unhealthy life choices over time

4.What is the impact of accountability?
• Healing for all parties
• New sense of self
• Beloved relationships and belonging
• A desire to “give back”
• Liberation

Healing and
Accountability
❖ Happens in relationship to each other
❖ Happens alone, and in nature
❖ Healing and Accountability can deepen with empathy: Once we are seen

(have empathy for ourselves) it may be more possible to have empathy for
others
❖ Sense of responsibility to others can make us more accountable.
❖ Healing and Accountability increase with community of support: Being

witnessed, not judged, and accepted is a powerful process for healing and
taking the plunge into accountability.

Healing and Accountability
❖ Accountability can deepen over time and with relationship : More

relationship we have with someone, the more they trust us to deepen or
challenge our accountability

❖ Accountability can deepens with increased self worth and self

forgiveness.

❖ Being reminded of one’s good qualities is not just a hokey RJ process, it

can deepen healing for the person that caused harm (Nisga’a nation)

❖ As bystanders, witnesses, facilitators, friends we can experience healing,

and liberation when walking with other in their process

❖ There is no one path towards accountability.
❖ Healing and Accountability are inextricably linked.

WAYS TO GET TO DEEPER ACCOUNTABILITY
(When we have done harm) A

HEALING

ACCOUNTABILITY

❖ Address Trauma (@micro, meso and macro level)
❖ Unearth and validate structural inequities and

oppression that lead to committing interpersonal
harm
❖ Create opportunity to share and create new

narrative about self, traumas, the harm
❖ Dig into shame, guilt, forgiveness, grief, loss

❖ Create space that is non-shaming and non-judgmental
❖ Connect the dots of “hurt people- hurt people”
❖ A voluntary process.
❖ Empathy- relationship between being seen & seeing others
❖ Sense of self worth increases accountability

addiction
❖Explore impact of sexual harm, rape culture , patriarchy, gender socialization, intimate partner
violence, etc. in both healing and accountability work.
❖Resiliency practices- Meditation, Mindfulness , Creative, Spiritual Practices important for both
Healing and Accountability are deeply linked

How do you
measure
transformation?

Participants will learn how to find boundaries in
relationships = self containment

Participants will unwind male socialization =
reduced sexual harm and healthy positive
familial, sexual and peer relationships

Participants will increase positive
ways to feel power and control = reduced sexual
harm

Participants will
decrease silence and
shame = reduced sexual
harm and healthy
positive familial, sexual
and peer relationships

Increase understanding of
healthy sexuality = reduce
sexual harm
Break the legacy of family
violence = reduce sexual harm.

Increase accountability for
the crime committed =
reduced sexual harm

Face-to Face VOD Dialogs
Motivation and impact on survivors:
• Desire to heal more. Healing this pain is a life long journey.
• Want to hear the truth from the person that harmed them
• To hear remorse
• To know why they did it
• To ask questions that only the person who harmed them can answer
• To heal the re-traumatization by the criminal legal system

• Desire to know that the person won’t harm anyone ever again.
• Desire to share impact w/ person in their own words

There is no such word in our language
for “offender”. The word that we use is
unhealed.
-Faith Tait, Nisga’a nation
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